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1
I NTRO D UCTI O N
Sensible guidance for clear communication

1.1

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

Think of this document as a guide. Its

In the end, Malouf is only as

purpose is to encourage exploration,

meaningful as the people who stand

foster understanding and lead you

behind it. When we communicate

where you want to go.

with clarity and unity, we express our

Like any guide worth its salt, this
one is filled with practiced know-

values in an impactful way. And that’s
when our brand really shines.

how, engaging history and informed

So go ahead and explore. Take time

recommendations.

to discover what Malouf is all about.

It’s not meant to be a rigid “rule
book,” dictating your every move.
Rather, it’s a set of suggestions,
with the intent to provide sensible
guidance as you come to know the
brand we love.

Come back to this guide again and
again as you work your way through
the back streets. You may find
something you hadn’t noticed before.
Welcome to Malouf!

2
B RAND P LATFO RM
As the underpinnings of our core values, the brand platform
provides context to the entirety of our brand expression.
It defines who we are, what we believe, and what we
strive to accomplish.

2.3 BRAND ARCHITECTURE

Malouf is a sleep accessories company that
offers a wide range of products.
Those products are separated into five
categories that are sub-brands of the
primary brand.

Z®

Pillow collection consisting
of many types of materials
like memory foam and latex

Woven™

Luxury bed linens combine
superior materials with
innovative technologies

Sleep Tite®

Mattress protectors with
a variety of protection and
technologies

Structures®

Bed frames that are strong,
quiet and reliable

Isolus®

Mattress toppers for an
afforadable, easy way to
upgrade or customize your
mattress

2.4 OUR PURPOSE AND VISION

The statements below are the why behind
our brand. They speak to our commitment
and dedication to both each other and our
partners.

Our Purpose Statement
To unite our compassion and ambition to
positively impact how people sleep, work,
and help each other.

Our Vision Statement
Malouf will be the leader in happy and
well-rested customers, be known as the
most fulfilling place to contribute and
grow, and unite our partners against
human trafficking.

2.5 PERSONALITY

Our brand voice should reflect our
personality and values, as well as
accurately portray our brand promise.
Consider these guidelines when writing
content for all brand applications.

Understated Elegance
Luxury needs no special introduction. It is
self-assured without being selfabsorbed. Our quality, expertise and style
should speak for itself.

Approachable Expertise
We are the sleep experts. We speak with
authority, but we never talk down to our
consumers. Industry terminology can be
used when relevant but we should always
strive for clarity.

Refined Casualness
Having class not mere formality: it's
displaying poise in proper context.
Casual can be classy; spontaneity can be
sophisticated; a bit of humor will go a long
way—but always with a subtle touch.

LUXURY LIES NOT
IN RICHNESS AND
ORNATENESS BUT IN
THE ABSENCE OF
VULGARITY
Coco Channel

3
THE MALOUF LOGO
Our logos are the cornerstone of our visual identity.
It is essential that these marks are executed
consistently according to the following guidelines.

3.1 OVERVIEW

The wordmark is our primary logomark
and the basis of our identity system. It
should be used in instances where the
master brand is front and center. It is used
in applications that are center-aligned,
in-line with text, document footers
and headers.
It should be used only in one of the three
brand colors: black, silver, or white.
The ™ symbol should always accompany
the mark, except in applications where it
is a) too small to be legible or b) used in
dimensional signage.
Never stretch, condense, or otherwise
modify the wordmark in any way.

3.2 WORDMARK

Adequate spacing should be given to
the wordmark. Use the wordmark’s
“M” character as a guide to determine
proper spacing.

AT TA I N A B L E L U X U R Y
AT TA I N A B L E L U X U R Y

3.3 TAB

The tab is a distinct element in our identity
system, used on products and packaging to
connect sub-brands to the master brand. It
is placed in the top-right corner of the page
or product whenever possible.
The tab should always be used in instances
where the Malouf brand is meant to take
a supporting role, specifically in its roll
as an endorser brand. Where the master
brand is featured prominently, use the
wordmark instead.
For visual reinforcement of this
convention, the tab can be used in many
instances outside of these applications,
such as presentations, letterheads, business
cards, advertisements, etc.

Placed in the top right corner, the distance from the edge
should be equal to the height of the tab. The top of the tab
should align with the top of the layout (with sufficient bleed
in print applications).
The wordmark within the tab is knocked out to the color
behind the tab, except in instances where it creates problems with legibility.

3.4 SECONDARY MARKS

The M mark should only be used when
the Malouf wordmark or tab is already
present. It takes a supporting role as a
subtle, shorthand way of tying to the
master brand.

3.5 USAGE EXAMPLES

These are good.

4
VISUAL IDENTITY
The colors we use are a reflection of our brand voice.
Understated elegance is manifest in deep, rich blacks,
clean whites and glossy metallic finishes.

4.1 COLORS

These primary brand colors should
be predominantly used in all
brand collateral. Use of any other
colors—such as special call-outs or
links— should be refined, carefully
considered, and extremely limited.

Black

White

Silver

Accent

Pantone® Neutral Black C
Pantone® Neutral Black U

Paper or Opaque white
Paper or Opaque white

Pantone® Silver C
Pantone® Silver C

C
M
Y
K

60
40
40
100

C
M
Y
K

0
0
0
0

C
M
Y
K

37
27
27
0

Accent colors may extend
to metallics outside Silver C.
These colors should remain
harmonious to the main
brand colors and not be
overly bright or saturated.

RGB

R
G
B

0
0
0

R
G
B

255
255
255

R
G
B

168
172
174

Hex

#000000

#FFFFFF

#A8ACAE

Above (clockwise)

Grayscale

K

K

K

Pantone® 291 C
Pantone® 876 C
Pantone® 8001 C
Pantone® 871 C

Spot Color

Process Color

Coated paper
Uncoated paper

100

0

40

The Malouf Foundation blue
is also part of the Malouf
palette as a reminder of our
dedication to anti-human
trafficking initiatives.

4.2 COLOR RATIOS

The following ratios should be considered
when working with the brand colors.
These ratios are meant as a general
guideline and may be altered in instances
where a different approach might offer
increased legibility or function.

50%

Black creates a sense of
drama, mystique and
elegance. Use generously.

40%

White evokes clarity,
cleanliness and calm.
Use for large bodies of
text or information.

10%

Silver adds a subtle
touch of flash. In print,
use as a metallic ink
whenever possible.

4.3 TYPOGRAPHY

Our suite of premium typefaces is carefully
selected to reinforce the Malouf asethetic
in both subtle and striking ways. A bold yet
refined application of these typefaces can
elevate every instance of our brand.

Neutraface 2 Display
Neutraface 2 Display is always used for
headers, page titles, or any large copy,
never for body copy. It should often be
used in the lightest weight possible that is
clearest for the application being used.

Neutraface 2 Text
Neutraface 2 Text is best used for subheads
or small bodies of text, such as captions,
diagrams, etc. It can also be used for
headers at smaller sizes.

Mecury Text
Mercury Text is our standard typeface for
body copy—specifically for large bodies
of text. For emphasis, italics may be used.
Semibold or bold may be used when
secondary or tertiary emphasis is required.

Aa
Aa
Aa

NEUTRAFACE 2 DISPLAY
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
0123456789+
Neutraface 2 Text
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk
0123456789+
Mercury Text
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJj
0123456789+

4.4 TYPOGRAPHIC HIERARCHY

In order to maintain the integrity of our
type system, the following general guidelines should be observed when laying out
text.

MALOUF ™ OFFERS QUALITY
SLEEP PRODUCTS

Headlines should be set in Neutraface 2
Display in all caps with sufficient tracking
(about 75-100) at sizes 16 pt and up. Keep
the leading fairly tight. Using a different
color from the rest of the text can better set
the headline apart. Headers below the 16 pt
size can be set in Neutraface 2 Text

Subheads
Subheads may be set in Neutraface 2 Text
16 pt and below in all caps with tracking
between 100-200. The leading can be
tightened up a bit but make sure ascenders
and descenders don’t overlap. If the
subhead runs onto two lines, consider
using sentence case with no tracking.

Text
Mercury Text comprises the bulk of the
body copy. Feel free to loosen the leading to
better match the typographic “color” of the
header and subheads.

Header: Neutraface 2 Display, 24 pt size, 26 pt leading, 50 tracking, all caps, silver;
Subhead: Neutraface 2 Text, 14 pt size, 16 pt leading, 0 tracking, sentence case, white;
Text: Mercury Text G2, 10 pt size, 14 pt leading, 0 tracking, sentence case, white

Headlines

T I A N U S I L M AG N I H I T AU T E N I S
Itas ipist, se venis ut quis acia qui blab ipsandae. Iniasitate comnias nis et quati
dem nimus. Ature et assitat experum quam laute nobit, illorias qui optat que ped
quam, od que omnis modit, aut alia dolectibero officium endam quae sape verio
oditiae rferspis et aut essitistrum everorepel imusciisquo tet escient perias sima
nissuntin num quunt, ut volupta il initiatius eatios restrup tatumqu iandel ius
ut quidell andaecatest, que min nobis dolorro ea conseque nonserae velignam
aspere pro molupta versper rumquodi offictatem sed quia nobis el modi optat
reptas dolest ellaci corerchicias eic tendit ut el ipsanto taspid unt anti berovid mo
consed que verum eat.

4.5 PATTERNS

Patterns are appropriate for use in a variety
of brand collateral. Used appropriately,
they are a powerful reinforcer of brand
identity. They create visual interest and
add a level of refined detail.
Patterns, with few exceptions, should
follow these guidelines:

Geometric
The Malouf brand speaks in a geometric
language with clean edges. This supports
its modern, masculine feel. Typically,
patterns should be based on straight,
geometric shapes and lines. Occassionally, more organic patterns may be used.
However, they should still avoid excessive
texture and be rooted in clean geometry.

Subtle or Bold?
Patterns can be treated one of two ways.
They should either be starkly bold with
strong contrast (as with black on white) or
extremely subtle (as with black on black).
Avoid floating in the middle of these two
extremes.

5
IMAGERY
Imagery and the accompanying styling are a strong element of our
brand voice. The goal of this section is to bring clarity to what styling
represents the Malouf brand accurately and what does not. Images are
not Malouf images, but rather, function as examples of each idea.

5.1

IMAGERY OVERVIEW

Brand Personality
Malouf is masculine and refined. He has a
high-class sense of style and appreciates
the finer things in life. Malouf lives in
modern homes and lofts with details set
in hard lines and darker shades. Simple
and elegant, Malouf embodies affordable
luxury.

Imagery Mood
Modern elegance with a masculine feel.
Sophisticated and minimal.

Identity Colors
Gray, Black, Charcoal, Metallics

5.2 STYLING

Atmosphere
Masculine, structured, minimal styling,
organized, urban skyrise condo or luxury
neighborhood
NOT: Bright and airy, colorful, traditional,
carpet, relaxed

Construction
Modern, walls either white or charcoal,
clean edges, non-textured walls,
symmetrical
NOT: Bold molding, colorful walls, small
windows, anything distressed

Lighting
Sweeping light, contrast between highlights and shadows, soft shadows, 3-4
stop ratio
NOT: Evenly lit, color casts, top lit, overly
backlit, hard shadows

* Note structured pillows.

5.2 STYLING

Beds

Props

Furniture

Low to the ground, clean lines, well grounded
with thick frames

Intentional, minimal, monochromatic

Sweeping light, contrast between highlights and
shadows, soft shadows, 3-4 stop ratio

NOT: Foot boards, filigree, colorful, spindly, curves,
overly ornate

NOT: Overly styled, knick-knacks, book cases,
overly natural

*Bed is not good.

NOT: Dressers, light-toned woods, book shelves,
spindly side tables

*Rug is too bold.

5.2 STYLING

Rugs
Minimal pattern and texture, solid neutral
tones, clean edges, hand knotted/flat
woven/hand tufted, complimentary tones
NOT: Fringe, high pile, machine made, bold
patterns, bright colors, shag, contrasting
tones

Throw Blankets
Minimal pattern, woven
NOT: Bold colors, fringe, overly fluffy,
bold contrast

*Bed is a little spindly and setting isn’t urban enough, but structured bedding,
rug, throw, and grounded side table are successful

5.2 STYLING - WHAT’S NOT WORKING?
The following images are nearly on-brand, but several
elements keep them from working well.

Overall furniture is good and grounded, but
chandelier is too glam.

Monochrome pallette is good, but could use more
variation in tone.

Throw blanket is ok, but something more
woven and less fuzzy would be best.

Side table needs to be more grounded.

Good lighting, but too much brown tone.
Side table needs to be more grounded.
Pillows are ok, but border on being too relaxed.

Soft styling is too relaxed.
Shoes by the side table need to be removed.

5.3 USE OF PEOPLE

People
35-50 in age, well dressed/groomed,
abstract, not the focal point but doing
something like reading a book, fluffing
pillow, etc.
NOT: Under 30, portrait style, sensual,
quirky, young children, looking at camera,
smiles

*Note: These examples are not stylistic
references. They are just included for
their appropriate use of people.

